Funding Agency Policies

NIH-Funded Papers

The NIH Public Access Policy requires that its funded investigators submit to PubMed Central (“PMC”) all manuscripts accepted after April 7, 2008 that result from research supported, in whole or part, with NIH funds. Please visit http://publicaccess.nih.gov/ for further details about the NIH Public Access Policy.

AAN Enterprises, Inc. (“AEI”), through its publisher, will deliver for authors funded by NIH, or who are employees of NIH, final files—used to generate definitive published Neurology® articles—to PMC for purposes of posting to the PMC site. PMC may redistribute these files to its mirror sites for posting.

Authors must acknowledge explicitly in the text of their research articles that the research was funded by NIH and, if applicable, their institutional affiliation with NIH, in order for AEI, through its publisher, to deliver authors’ final article files to PMC shortly after the definitive articles have been published in Neurology®. AEI, through its publisher, will instruct PMC to render the articles publicly available on PMC (and, if applicable, its mirror sites) 12 months after the articles are published Neurology®.

Articles posted to PMC and its mirror sites are protected by copyright and are posted to those sites by permission of AEI. At the time of delivery to PMC by AEI, final article files include all changes made during peer review, copyediting, and publishing. PMC and PMC mirror site host organizations are responsible for all links within the posted articles and for incorporating any publisher-supplied amendments or retractions issued subsequently.

If authors have any questions with respect to this policy, they should contact AEI at Journal@neurology.org.

Papers Funded by Non-NIH Agencies

AAN Enterprises, Inc. (“AEI”), has entered into arrangements with Wellcome Trust, Howard Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI), Research Council – UK, and Canadian Institutes of Health Research regarding its Neurology® articles. AEI, through its publisher, will deliver for authors funded by these agencies, or who are employees of these agencies, final files—used to generate definitive published Neurology® articles—to PubMed Central (“PMC”) for purposes of posting to the PMC site. PMC may redistribute these files to its mirror sites for posting.

Authors must acknowledge explicitly in the text of their research articles the funding source of the research and, if applicable, their institutional affiliation with the appropriate agency, in order for AEI, through its publisher, to deliver authors’ final article files to PMC shortly after the definitive articles have been published in Neurology®. AEI, through its publisher, will instruct PMC to render the articles publicly available on PMC (and, if applicable, its mirror sites) within 6 months after final publication in
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Articles posted to PMC and its mirror sites are protected by copyright and are posted to those sites by permission of AEI. At the time of delivery to PMC by AEI, final article files include all changes made during peer review, copyediting, and publishing. PMC and PMC mirror site host organizations are responsible for all links within the posted articles and for incorporating any publisher-supplied amendments or retractions issued subsequently.
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